Meeting began at 7
I.
Update on TRHT Committee
A. QAnonThe man who runs the site is from BH. Mayor sent out resource - Bipartisan letter saying that
BH is inclusive place and that the town renounces his actions
Malinoski is holding a meeting to discuss this (Ritika will send out more information)
II.

Update on Senior Check-In Calls
A. Reaching out to captains - to see what the most effective way is to run this.
1. Next steps
Mackenzie reached out to GL NHS (specifically Zara Poon VP of service). They will post about it
on Classroom to hopefully drum up interest and gain volunteers.
a) Sign up sheet with name and number
2. Info to put on flyers - Brianna is working on the flyer
B. Volunteer Recruitment
1. Honor Societies/Language Societies - Mackenzie will reach out to them
2. Brianna - Flyer for Socials
3. Sign-Up Form (google form)
4. Script for calls - Ritika will write this
Reach out to Ritika to be caught up on the day to day progress of this project
C. Ask who else wants to be involved
Best ways to reach out (in general) - social media (individual and forum), communication
resources through the township, flyers/ boxes in popular places
III.
Start talking about new initiatives
A. Youth CE program
CMS is starting a civics engagements club with Ms. Z - we could work with them
Possibly hold a mock council meeting with them ? We would act as the council people and they
would propose to us, then we could possibly switch - possibly do it in new town hall (social
distancing and masks)
B. Toy/food drives for the holiday
Food drive for Thanksgiving - reach out to popular places in BH to have boxes, reach out to
food banks (Hillside) to make sure we have a place to donate to or piggyback off of county
weekly mobile food drives and deliver what we collect
Idea for a town meals on wheels
Toy Drive for Xmas
Halloween- Trick or treating is allowed as long as cases are down and there are no spikes
If there cannot be trick or treating - possibly goodie bags ?
Looking into creating a community fridge
There are docs for the food bank and for the model council
Meeting ended at 7:28

